We construct and analyze active learning algorithms for the problem of binary classification with abstention. We consider three abstention settings: fixed-cost and two variants of boundedrate abstention, and for each of them propose an active learning algorithm. All the proposed algorithms can work in the most commonly used active learning models, i.e., membership-query, pool-based, and stream-based sampling. We obtain upper-bounds on the excess risk of our algorithms in a general non-parametric framework, and establish their minimax near-optimality by deriving matching lower-bounds. Since our algorithms rely on the knowledge of some smoothness parameters of the regression function, we then describe a new strategy to adapt to these unknown parameters in a data-driven manner. Since the worst case computational complexity of our proposed algorithms increases exponentially with the dimension of the input space, we conclude the paper with a computationally efficient variant of our algorithm whose computational complexity has a polynomial dependence over a smaller but rich class of learning problems.
Introduction
We consider the problem of binary classification in which the learner has an additional provision of abstaining from declaring a label. This problem models several practical scenarios in which it is preferable to withhold a decision, perhaps at the cost of some additional experimentation, instead of making an incorrect decision and incurring much higher costs. A canonical application of this problem is in automated medical diagnostic systems (Rubegni et al., 2002) , where classifiers which defer to a human expert on uncertain inputs are more desirable than classifiers that always make a decision. Other key applications include dialog systems and detecting harmful contents on the web.
Several existing works in the literature, such as Castro and Nowak (2008) ; Dasgupta (2006) , have demonstrated the benefits of active learning (under certain conditions) in standard binary classification. However, in the case of classification with abstention, the design of active learning algorithms and their comparison with their passive counterparts have largely been unexplored. In this paper, we aim to fill this gap in the literature. More specifically, we design active learning algorithms for classification with abstention in three different settings. Setting 1 is the fixed-cost setting, in which every usage of the abstain option results in a known cost λ ∈ (0, 1/2). Setting 2 is the bounded-rate with "known" input marginal (P X ) setting. This provides a smooth transition from Setting 1 to Setting 3, and allows us to demonstrate the key algorithmic changes in this transition. Setting 3 is the bounded-rate with "unknown" marginal (P X ) setting. Here, the algorithm has the option to request m additional unlabelled samples, so long as m grows only polynomially with the label budget n. The fixed-cost setting is suitable for problems where a precise cost can be assigned to additional experimentation due to using the abstain option. In applications such as medical diagnostics, where the bottleneck is the processing speed of the human expert (Pietraszek, 2005) , the bounded-rate framework is more natural.
Prior Work: Chow (1957) studied the problem of passive learning with abstention and derived the Bayes optimal classifier for both fixed-cost and bounded-rate settings (under certain continuity assumptions). Chow (1970) further analyzed the trade-off between error rate and rejection rate. Recently, a collection of papers have revisited this problem in the fixed-cost setting. Herbei and Wegkamp (2006) obtained convergence rates for classifiers in a non-parametric framework similar to our paper. Bartlett and Wegkamp (2008) and Yuan (2010) studied convex surrogate loss functions for this problem and obtained bounds on the excess risk of empirical risk minimization based classifiers. Wegkamp (2007) and Wegkamp and Yuan (2011) studied an 1 -regularized version of this problem. Cortes et al. (2016) introduced a new framework which involved learning a pair of functions and proposed and analyzed convex surrogate loss functions. The problem of binary classification with a bounded-rate of abstention has also been studied, albeit less extensively. Pietraszek (2005) proposed a method to construct abstaining classifiers using ROC analysis. Denis and Hebiri (2015) re-derived the Bayes optimal classifier for the bounded rate setting under the same assumptions as Chow (1957) . They further proposed a general plug-in strategy for constructing abstaining classifiers in a semi-supervised setting, and obtained an upper bound on the excess risk.
Contributions: For each of the three abstention setting mentioned earlier, we propose an algorithm that can work with three common active learning models (Settles, 2009 , § 2): membership query, pool-based, and stream-based. After describing the algorithms, we obtain upper-bounds on their excess risk in a general non-parametric framework with mild assumptions on the joint distribution of input features and labels (Section 3). The obtained rates compare favorably with the existing results in the passive setting thus characterizing the gains associated with active learning (see Section 7 for a discussion). Since our proposed algorithms require knowledge of certain smoothness parameters, in Section 4, we propose a new adaptive scheme that adjusts to the unknown smoothness terms in a data driven manner. In Section 5, we derive lower-bounds on the excess risk for both fixed cost and bounded rate settings to establish the minimax near-optimality of our algorithms. Finally, we conclude in Section 6 by describing a computationally feasible version of our algorithm for a restricted but rich class of problems.
Preliminaries
Let X denote the input space and Y = {0, 1} denote the set of labels to be assigned to points in X . We assume 1 that X = [0, 1] D and d is the Euclidean metric on X , i.e., for all x, x ∈ X , d(x, x ) := D i=1 (x i − x i ) 2 . A binary classification problem is completely specified by P XY , i.e., the joint distribution of the input-label random variables. Equivalently, it can also be represented in terms of the marginal over the input space, P X , and the regression function η(x) := P Y |X (Y = 1 | X = x). A (randomized) abstaining classifier is defined as a mapping g : X → P (Y 1 ), where Y 1 = Y ∪ {∆}, the symbol ∆ represents the option of the classifier to abstain from declaring a label, and P(Y 1 ) represents the set of probability distributions on Y 1 . Such a classifier g comprises of three functions g i : X → [0, 1], for i ∈ Y 1 , satisfying i∈Y1 g i (x) = 1, for each x ∈ X . A classifier g is called deterministic if the functions g i take values in the set {0, 1}. Every deterministic classifier g partitions the input set X into three disjoint sets (G 0 , G 1 , G ∆ ).
Two common abstention models considered in the literature are:
• Fixed Cost, in which the abstain option can be employed with a fixed cost of λ ∈ (0, 1/2). In this setting, the classification risk is defined as l λ (g, x, y) := 1 {g(x) =∆} 1 {g(x) =y} + λ1 {g(x)=∆} , and the classification problem is stated as min g R λ (g) = E[l λ (g, X, Y )] = P XY g(X) = Y , g(X) = ∆ + λP X g(X) = ∆ .
The Bayes optimal classifier is defined as g * λ (x) = 1, 0, or ∆, depending on whether 1 − η(x), η(x), or λ is the smallest.
• Bounded-Rate, in which the classifier can abstain up to a fraction δ ∈ (0, 1) of the input samples.
In this setting, we define the misclassification risk of a classifier g as R(g) := P XY g(X) = Y , g(X) = ∆ , and state the classification problem as min g R(g), subject to P X g(X) = ∆ ≤ δ.
The Bayes optimal classifier for (2) is in general a randomized classifier. However, under some continuity assumptions on the joint distribution P XY , it is again of a threshold type, g
The main difference between (1) and (2) is that in the fixed cost setting, the threshold levels are known beforehand, while in the bounded rate of abstention setting, the mapping δ → γ δ is not known, and in general is quite complex. In order to construct a classifier that satisfies the constraint in (2), we need some information about the marginal P X . Accordingly, we consider two variants of the bounded-rate setting: (i) the marginal P X is completely known to the learner, and (ii) P X is not known, and the learner can request a limited number (polynomial in query budget n) of unlabelled samples to estimate the measure of any set of interest.
Active learning models: For every abstention model mentioned above, we propose active learning algorithms that can work in three commonly used active learning settings (Settles, 2009 , § 2): (i) membership query synthesis, (ii) pool-based, and (iii) stream-based. Membership query synthesis requires the strongest query model, in which the learner can request labels at any point of the input space. A slightly weaker version of this model is the pool-based setting, in which the learner is provided with a pool of unlabelled samples and must request labels of a subset of the pool. Finally, in the stream-based setting, the learner receives a stream of samples and must decide whether to request a label or discard the sample.
Definitions and Assumptions
To construct our classifier, we will require a hierarchical sequence of partitions of the input space, called the tree of partitions (Bubeck et al., 2011; Munos et al., 2014) . Definition 1. A sequence of subsets {X h } h≥0 of X are said to form a tree of partitions of X , if they satisfy the following properties: (i) |X h | = 2 h and we denote the elements of X h by x h,i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 h , (ii) for every x h,i ∈ X h , we denote by X h,i , the cell associated with x h,i , which is defined as X h,i := {x ∈ X | d(x, x h,i ) ≤ d(x, x h,j ), ∀j = i}, where ties are broken in an arbitrary but deterministic manner, and (iii) there exist constants 0 < v 2 ≤ 1 ≤ v 1 and ρ ∈ (0, 1) such that for all h and i, we have B( Next, we define the dimensionality of the region of the input space at which the regression function η(·) is close to some threshold value λ.
Definition 2. For a function ζ : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) and a threshold λ ∈ (0, 1/2), we define the near-λ dimension associated with (X , d) and the regression function η(·) as
where X λ ζ(r) := x ∈ X | |η(x) − λ| ≤ ζ(r) and M (S, r) is the r packing number of S ⊆ X .
The above definition is motivated by similar definitions used in the bandit literature such as the near-optimality dimension of Bubeck et al. (2011) and the zooming dimension of Kleinberg et al. (2013) . For the case of X = [0, 1] D considered in this paper, the term D λ (ζ) must be no greater than D, i.e., D λ (ζ) ≤ D. This is because X λ ζ(r) ⊂ X , for all r > 0, and there exists a constant
Remark 2. We will use an instance of near-λ dimension for stating our results defined as
Assumptions: We now state the assumptions required for the analysis of our classifiers:
(MA) The joint distribution P XY of the input-label pair satisfies the margin assumption with parameters C 0 > 0 and α 0 ≥ 0, for γ in the set {1/2 − γ δ , 1/2 + γ δ }, which means that for any 0 < t ≤ 1, we have P X (|η(X) − γ| ≤ t) ≤ C 0 t α0 , for γ ∈ {1/2 − γ δ , 1/2 + γ δ }.
(HÖ) The regression function η is Hölder continuous with parameters L > 0 and 0 < β ≤ 1, i.e., for all x 1 , x 2 ∈ (X , d), we have |η(
(DE) For the values of γ in the same set as in (MA), we define the detectability assumption with parameters C 1 > 0 and α 1 ≥ α 0 as P X (|η(X) − γ| ≤ t) ≥ C 1 t α1 , for any 0 < t ≤ 1.
The (MA) and (HÖ) assumptions are quite standard in the nonparametric learning literature (Herbei and Wegkamp, 2006; Minsker, 2012) . The (DE) assumption, which is only required in the bounded-rate setting, has also been employed in several prior works such as Castro and Nowak (2008); Tong (2013) . A detailed discussion of these assumptions is presented in Appendix A.1
Active Learning Algorithms
We consider three settings for the problem of binary classification with abstention in this paper. For each setting, we propose an active learning algorithm and prove an upper-bound on its excess risk.
The algorithm for Setting 1 provides us with the general template which is also followed in the other two settings with some additional complexity. Because of this, we describe the specifics of the algorithm for Setting 1 in the main text, and relegate the details of the algorithmic as well as analytic modifications required for Settings 2 and 3 to the appendix. Throughout this paper, we will refer to the algorithm for Setting j as Algorithm j, for j = 1, 2, and 3.
3.1 Setting 1: Abstention with the fixed cost λ ∈ (0, 1/2)
In this section, we first provide an outline of our active learning algorithm for this setting (Algorithm 1). We then describe the steps of this algorithm and present an upper-bound on the excess risk of the classifier constructed by the algorithm. We report the pseudo-code of the algorithm and the proofs in Appendices B.1 and B.3.
Outline of Algorithm 1. At any time t, the algorithm maintains a set of active points X t ⊂ ∪ h≥0 X h , such that the cells associated with the points in X t partition the whole X , i.e., ∪ x h,i ∈Xt X h,i = X . The set X t is further divided into classified active points, X (c) t , unclassified active points, X (u) t , and discarded points, X (d) t . The classified points are those at which the value of η(·) has been estimated sufficiently well so that we do not need to evaluate them further. The unclassified points require further evaluation and perhaps refinement before making a decision. The discarded points are those for which we do not have sufficiently many unlabelled samples in their cells (in the stream-based and pool-based settings). For every active point, the algorithm computes high probability upper and lower bounds on the maximum and minimum η(·) values in the cell associated with the point. The difference of these upper and lower bounds can be considered as a surrogate for the uncertainty in the η(·) value in a cell. In every round, the algorithm selects a candidate point from the unclassified set that has the largest value of this uncertainty. Having chosen the candidate point, the algorithm either refines the cell or asks for a label at that point.
Steps of Algorithm 1. The algorithm proceeds in the following steps:
2. For t ≥ 1, for every x h,i ∈ X t , we calculate u t (x h,i ) and l t (x h,i ), which are an upper-bound on the maximum value and a lower-bound on the minimum value of the regression function η(·) in X h,i , respectively. We define u t (x h,i ) = min{ū t (x h,i ), u t−1 (x h,i )}, whereū t (x h,i ) =η t (x h,i ) + e t (n h,i (t)) + V h . Hereη t (x h,i ) is the empirical estimate of η in the cell X h,i , n h,i (t) is the number of times the cell X h,i has been queried by the algorithm up to time t, e t (n h,i (t)) represents the confidence interval length at x h,i (see Lemma 3 in Appendix B.3), and V h = L(v 1 ρ h ) β is an upper-bound on the maximum variation of the regression function η(·) in a cell at level h of the tree of partitions. The term l t (x h,i ) is defined in a similar manner using max instead of min and usingl t (x h,i ) =η t (x h,i ) − e t (n h,i (t)) − V h . We add all points x h,i ∈ X t to the set X (c) t , if they satisfy any one of these three conditions, (a)
3. The set of unclassified active points, X (u) t , are those points in X t for which [l t (x h,i ), u t (x h,i )] ∩ {λ, 1 − λ} is nonempty.
4. We select a candidate point x ht,it from X (u) t according to the rule x ht,it ∈ arg max x h,i ∈X
where we define the index I
(1)
5. Once a candidate point x ht,it is selected, we take one of the following two actions:
(a) Refine. If the uncertainty in the regression function value at x ht,it , denoted by e t (n ht,it (t)), is smaller than the upper-bound on the function variation in the cell X ht,it , denoted by V ht = L(v 1 ρ ht ) β , and if h t ≤ h max , then we perform the following operations:
(b) Request a Label. Otherwise, for each active learning model, we proceed as follows:
• In the membership query model, we request for the label at any point in the cell X ht,it associated with x ht,it . • In the pool-based model, we request the label if there is an unlabelled sample remaining in the cell X ht,it . Otherwise, we remove x ht,it from X (u)
t , and return to Step 2. • In the stream-based model, we discard the samples until a point in the cell X ht,it arrives. If N n = 2n 2 log(n) samples have been discarded, we remove x ht,it from X (u)
t , and return to Step 2 without requesting a label.
6. Let t n denote the time at which the n'th query is made and the algorithm halts. Then, we define the final estimate of the regression function asη(x) =η tn π tn (x) , where
and define the discarded region of the input space asX n :
7. Finally, the classifier returned by the algorithm is defined aŝ
Note that the classifier (5) arbitrarily assigns label 1 to the points in the discarded regionX n .
Remark 3. Algorithm 1 (and as we will see later Algorithms 2 and 3) assumes the knowledge of parameters v 1 , ρ, L, and β. As described in Remark 1, it is straightforward to select the parameters v 1 and ρ, but the smoothness parameters L and β are often not known to the algorithm. We address this in Section 4 by designing an algorithm that adapts to the smoothness parameters.
In the membership query model, the discarded set remains empty since the learner can always obtain a labelled sample from any cell. We begin with a result that shows that even in the other two models, the probability mass of the discarded region is small under some mild assumptions.
Lemma 1. Assume that in the pool-based model, the pool size M n is greater than max{2n 3 , 16n 2 log(n)} and in the stream-based model, the term N n is set to 2n 2 log(n). Then, we have P P X (X n ) > 1/n ≤ 1/n. This lemma (proved in Appendix B.2) implies that in the pool-based and stream-based models, with high probability, the misclassification risk ofĝ can be upper-bounded by 1/n + P XY ĝ(X) = Y,ĝ(X) = ∆, X ∈X n . Lemma 1 is quite important because it implies that under some mild conditions, the analysis of the pool-based and stream-based models reduces to the analysis of the membership query model with an additional cost that can be upper bounded by 1/n.
We now prove an upper-bound on the excess risk of the classifier (see Appendix B.3 for the proof).
Theorem 1. Suppose that the assumptions (MA) and (HÖ) hold, and letD be the dimension term defined in Remark 2. Then, for large enough n, with probability at least 1 − 2/n, for the classifierĝ defined by (5) and for any a >D, we have
where the hidden constant depends on the parameters L, β, v 1 , v 2 , ρ, C 0 , and a.
The above result improves upon the convergence rate of the plug-in scheme of Herbei and Wegkamp (2006) in the passive setting mirroring the benefits of active learning in the standard binary classification problems. See Section 7 and Appendix H for further discussion.
3.2 Setting 2: Bounded-rate setting with known P X This setting provides an intermediate step between the fixed-cost and bounded-rate settings. The key difference between the algorithms for this and the fixed-cost setting lies in the rule used for updating the set of unclassified points. Since in this case the threshold is not known, we need to use the current estimate of the regression function to obtain upper and lower bounds on the true threshold, and then use these bounds to decide which parts of the input space have to be further explored. We report the details of the algorithm in Appendix C.1, its pseudo-code in Appendix C.2, and the statement and proof of its excess risk bound (Theorem 3) in Appendix C.3.
3.3 Setting 3: Bounded-rate setting with unlabelled samples Finally, we consider the general bounded-rate abstention model in the semi-supervised setting. In this case, the algorithm should request for unlabelled samples and use them to both construct the estimates of the appropriate threshold values and obtain better empirical estimates of the P X measure of a set. Unlike Algorithm 2, in Algorithm 3 we have to construct estimates of the threshold using empirical measureP X , and furthermore, based on the error in estimate of η(·), we also need a strategy of updatingP X by requesting more unlabelled samples. We report the details of Algorithm 3 in Appendix D.1, its pseudo-code in Appendix D.2, and the statement and proof of its excess risk bound (Theorem 4) in Appendix D.3. We note that the excess risk bound for Algorithm 3 is minimax (near)-optimal under the same assumptions as in Algorithms 1 and 2. However, in order to exploit easier problem instances in whichD is much smaller than D, we require an additional (DE) assumption (see Section 7 for detailed discussion).
Adaptivity to Smoothness Parameters
All the active learning algorithms discussed in Section 3 assume the knowledge of the Hölder smoothness parameters L and β. We now present a simple strategy to achieve adaptivity to these parameters. To simplify the presentation, we only consider the problem in the fixed-cost setting with membership query model. Extension to the other settings and models could be done in the same manner. The parameters (L, β) are required by Algorithm 1 at two junctures: 1) to define the index I
(1) t for selecting a candidate point, and 2) to decide when to refine a cell. In our proposed adaptive scheme, we address these issues as follows:
• Instead of selecting one candidate point in each step, we select one point from each level h from the current set of active points. This is similar to the approach used in the SOO algorithm (Munos, 2011) for global optimization. Since the maximum depth of the tree h max is O (log n), this modification only results in an additional poly log n factor in the excess risk.
• To decide when to refine, we need to estimate the variation of η(·) in a cell from samples. We make an additional assumption, (QU), that the pair ((X h ) h≥0 , η) has quality q > 0 (see Appendix E for the definition). This assumption has been used in prior works on adaptive global optimization (Slivkins, 2011; Bull et al., 2015) . We then proceed by proposing a local variant of Lepski's technique (Lepski et al., 1997) to construct the required estimate of the variation of η(·), combined with an appropriate stopping rule.
With these two modifications and the additional quality assumption (QU), we can achieve the rateÕ n −β(1+α0)/(2β+a) , with a >D, thus, matching the performance of Algorithm 1. The details of the adaptive scheme and the proof of convergence rate are provided in Appendix E.
Remark 4. We note that there are other adaptive schemes for active learning, such as Minsker (2012); Locatelli et al. (2017) , that can also be applied to the problem studied in this paper. Our proposed adaptive scheme provides an alternative to these existing methods. Furthermore, our scheme can also be applied to classification problems with implicit similarity information, similar to Slivkins (2011) , as well as to problems with spatially inhomogeneous regression functions.
Lower Bounds
We now derive minimax lower-bounds on the expected excess risk in the fixed-cost setting and for the membership query model. Since this is the strongest active learning query model, the obtained lower-bounds are also true for the other two models. The proof follows the general outline for obtaining lower bounds described in existing works, such as Audibert and Tsybakov (2007); Minsker (2012) , reducing the estimation problem to that of an appropriate multiple hypothesis testing problem, and applying Theorem 2.5 of Tsybakov (2009) . The novel elements of our proof are the construction of an appropriate class of regression functions (see Appendix F) and the comparison inequality presented in Lemma 2.
We begin by presenting a lemma that provides a lower-bound on the excess risk of an abstaining classifier in terms of the probability of the mismatch between the abstaining regions of the given classifier and the Bayes optimal classifier. The proof of Lemma 2 is given in Appendix F.
Lemma 2. In the fixed-cost abstention setting with cost of abstention equal to λ < 1/2, let g represent any abstaining classifier and g * λ represent the Bayes optimal one. Then, we have
where c > 0 is a constant, and α 0 is the parameter used in the assumptions of Section 2.1.
Lemma 2 aids our lower-bound proof in several ways: 1) the RHS of (7) motivates our construction of hard problem instances, in which it is difficult to distinguish between the 'abstain' and 'not-abstain' options, 2) the RHS of (7) also suggests a natural definition of pseudo-metric (see Theorem 5 in Appendix F.2), and 3) it allows us to convert the lower-bound on the hypothesis testing problem to that on the excess risk. We now state the main result of this section (see Appendix F for the proof).
Theorem 2. Let A be any active learning algorithm andĝ n be the abstaining classifier learned by A with n label queries in the fixed-cost abstention setting, with cost λ < 1/2. Let P (L, β, ρ 0 ) represent the class of joint distributions P XY satisfying the margin assumption (MA) with exponent α 0 > 0, whose regression function is (L, β) Hölder continuous with L ≥ 3 and 0 < β ≤ 1. Then, we have
Finally, by exploiting the relation between the Bayes optimal classifier in the fixed-cost and bounded-rate of abstention settings, we can obtain the following lower-bound on the expected excess risk in the bounded-rate of abstention setting.
Corollary 1. For the bounded-rate of abstention setting, we have the following lower-bound:
The proof of this statement is given in Appendix F.
Computationally Feasible Algorithms
The lower bound obtained in the previous section implies that in the worst case, to ensure an excess risk smaller than > 0, any algorithm will require Ω (1/ )
label requests (in both the fixed-cost and bounded-rate settings). This means that the worst case computational complexity of any algorithm will have an exponential dependence of the dimension. The above discussion suggests that to obtain computationally tractable algorithms, we need to restrict the hypothesis class. We consider the class of learning problems where the regression function is a generalized linear map given by η(x) = ψ ( x, w * ) + 1/2 where ψ :
Hölder continuous function. This class of problems (henceforth denoted by P 1 (L, β, ρ 0 )), though much smaller than P(L, β, ρ 0 ) considered in previous sections, contains standard problem instances such as linear classifiers and logistic regression. Furthermore, by using appropriate feature maps, the class P 1 (L, β, ρ 0 ) can model very complex decision boundaries.
Due to the special structure of the regression function, the learning problem (for Setting 1) then reduces to estimating the optimal hyperplane w * , and the value ψ −1 (λ). Here we can employ the dimension coupling technique of Chen et al. (2017) , which implies that the D dimensional problem can be reduced to D − 1 two dimensional problems. Furthermore, as we show in Proposition 2 (stated and proved in Appendix G), for an > 0 a modified version of Algorithm 1 can estimate the term w * for continuously differentiable ψ with accuracy for a number of labelled samples which has a polynomial dependence of the dimension D.
Discussion
Improved Convergence Rates (active over passive learning). The convergence rates on the excess risk obtained by our active learning algorithms improve upon those in the literature obtained in the passive case. More specifically, the excess risk in the passive case for the fixed-cost (Herbei and Wegkamp, 2006) and bounded-rate (Denis and Hebiri, 2015) settings is O n −β(1+α0)/(D+2β+α0β) (using the estimators of Audibert and Tsybakov 2007) . In contrast, all our algorithms achieve an excess risk of O n −β(1+α0)/(a+2β) , for a >D. Thus, even for the worst case ofD = D, our algorithms achieve faster convergence in both abstention settings. Moreover, under the additional assumption that P X admits a density p X w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure, such that p X ≥ c 0 > 0, for all x ∈ X , the convergence rates in the passive case for both abstention settings improve by getting rid of the βα 0 term in the exponent. The performance of our algorithms also improves further with this additional assumption, and we can show thatD ≤ max{0, D − βα 0 } (see Appendix H.1 for details).
Necessity of the Detectability (DE) Assumption. In Setting 3, the size of the unclassified region, ∪ x h,i ∈X (u) t X h,i , depends on two terms: 1) the error in the estimate of the regression function η(·), and 2) the error due to using the empirical measureP X . The (DE) assumption ensures that for sufficiently accurate empirical estimates of the marginal P X , we can control the size of the unclassified region in terms of the errors in the estimate of the regression function (similar to Settings 1 and 2). A situation, where without (DE), Algorithm 3 has to explore a much larger region of the input space than Algorithm 2 (in Setting 2) is given in Appendix H.2. Since there exist problem instances for whichD = D, we note that (DE) is not needed to match the worst-case performance of Algorithm 2. However, it is required in order to exploit the easy problem instances with low values ofD.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed and analyzed active learning algorithms for three settings of the problem of binary classification with abstention. The first setting considers the problem of classification with fixed cost of abstention, while the other settings consider two variants of classification with bounded abstention rate. We obtained upper bounds on the excess risk of all the algorithms and demonstrated their minimax (near)-optimality by deriving lower bounds. As all our algorithms relied on the knowledge of smoothness parameters, we then proposed a general strategy to adapt to these parameters in a data driven way. A novel aspect of our adaptive strategy is that it can also work for more general learning problems with implicit distance measure on the input space. Finally, we also presented a computationally efficient version of our algorithms for a small but rich class of problems.
In Section 6, we discussed an efficient version of our algorithms in the realizable case when the Bayes optimal classifier is a halfspace. An important topic of ongoing research is to extend ideas presented in this paper to the agnostic case, and design general computationally feasible active learning strategies for learning classifiers with abstention.
A Details from Section 1 and Section 2 A.1 Discussion on Assumptions
The margin assumption (MA) controls the amount of P X measure assigned to the regions of the input space with η(·) values in the vicinity of the threshold values.The assumption (MA), which is a modification of the Tsybakov's margin condition for binary classification (Bousquet et al., 2003 , Definition 7), has be employed in several existing works in classification with abstention literature such as (Herbei and Wegkamp, 2006; Bartlett and Wegkamp, 2008; Yuan, 2010) .
The Hölder continuity assumption ensures that points which are close to each other have similar distribution on the label set. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to the case of β ≤ 1 so that it suffices to consider piecewise constant estimators. For Hölder functions with β > 1, our algorithms can be suitably modified by replacing the piece-wise constant estimators with local polynomial estimators (Tsybakov, 2009 , § 1.6).
The detectability assumption (DE) is a converse of the (MA) assumption. It provides a lower bound on the amount of P X measure in the regions of X with η(·) values close to the thresholds. We note that our proposed algorithms acheive the minimax optimal rates without this assumption. However, this assumption is required by our algorithm in the most general problem setting (Theorem 4) for exploiting easier problem instances. Assumptions similar to (DE) have been used in various prior works in the nonparametric learning and estimation literature (Castro and Nowak, 2008; Tong, 2013; Rigollet and Tong, 2011; Cavalier, 1997; Tsybakov et al., 1997) . We discuss the necessity of this assumption in Section 7 and in Appendix H. In this section, we report the pseudo-code of Algorithm 1 that was outlined and described in Section 3.1. This is our active learning algorithm for the fixed-cost setting, with cost of abstention equal to λ ∈ (0, 1/2). As mentioned earlier our proposed algorithm can work in the three commonly used active learning frameworks, namely, membership query model, pool-based and stream-based models. The only difference is the way the algorithm interacts with the labelling oracle, and this is captured by the REQUEST LABEL subroutine given in Appendix B.1.1.
/* Remove the already classified points from the active set X t */ while n e ≤ n do for
call REQUEST LABEL end t ← t + 1 end Output:ĝ defined by Eq. 5
Algorithm 1: Active learning algorithm for the fixed cost of abstention setting.
B.1.1 REQUEST LABEL Subroutine
In the membership query mode, the algorithm can request label from some point in the cell corresponding to the point x ht,it . In the pool based setting, the algorithm checks whether the currently unlabelled pool, denoted by Z t (i.e., the initial pool of samples with the points labelled by the algorithm before time t removed), contains an element lying in the cell X ht,it or not. If there exists a point in X ht,it ∩ Z t , then the algorithm requests a label at that point. Otherwise the cell X ht,it is discarded. Finally, in the stream based setting, the algorithm keeps rejecting points in the stream until a sample in X ht,it is observed, or if N n consecutive samples have passed. If a point lands in X ht,it then the algorithm requests its label, and if N n samples have been rejected, the algorithm discards the cell X ht,it .
Input: Mode, x ht,it
\ {x ht,it }; end if Increment then /* Increment the label request counter */ n e ← n e + 1 ; end end Algorithm: REQUEST LABEL
B.2 Proof of Lemma 1
We begin with the proof of Lemma 1 which shows that with probability at least 1 − 1/n, the P X measure of the (random) setX n is no larger than 1/n.
Suppose the discarded regionX n :
tn | = T . Since the algorithm only refines cells up to the depth h max = log(n), and the total number of cells in X hmax is 2
hmax ≤ e hmax = n, we can trivially upper bound the number of discarded cells/points with n, i.e., T ≤ n.
Stream-based setting. In this case a cell X h,i is discarded, if after N n consecutive draws from P X , none of the samples fall in X h,i . We proceed as follows:
In the above display, (a) follows from the pigeonhole principle, (b) follows from an application of union bound, (c) follows from the rule used for discarding cells in the stream-based setting, (d) follows from the fact that T ≤ n, and (e) follows from the choice of N n = 2n 2 log(n).
Pool-based setting. Let Z = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X Mn } denote the pool of unlabelled samples available to the learner, and for any X h,i we introduce the notation M h,i := |Z ∩ X h,i | to represent the number of samples lying in the cell X h,i . Recall that a cell X h,i is discarded if the number of unique unlabelled samples in the cell is smaller than the number of label requests in the cell, which can be trivially upper bounded by n, the total budget. Thus, introducing the terms
we get the following (for any realization of Z):
where in first term after the second inequality above, we use the fact that the total number of cells discarded up to the depth of log(n) cannot be larger than n. Now, we claim that to complete the proof, it suffices to show that for any X h,i such that P X X h,i > 1/n 2 , we have P (M h,i < n) ≤ 1/n 2 . This is because C 2 ⊂ {x h,i | P X (X h,i ) ≥ 1/n 2 }, and |C 2 | ≤ n, and combined with the previous statement it implies that C 2 is an empty set with proabability at least 1 − 1/n.
Consider any cell X h,i such that
3 , 16n 2 log(n) . Then we have the following:
In the above display: (a) follows from the fact that M n ≥ 2n 3 , (b) follows from the fact that p > 1/n 2 , (c) follows from the application of Chernoff inequality for the lower tail of Binomial, (d) follows from the fact that M n ≥ 16n 2 log(n) and p ≥ 1/n 2 .
Remark 5. Lemma 1 tells us that the region discarded by Algorithm 1 under the pool-based or stream-based setting, will have P X measure smaller than 1/n with probability at least 1 − 1/n. For the remaining part of the input space, i.e, X \X n , all the three active learning frameworks are equivalent because in all the three frameworks we can request a label from a point in any cell in the region X \X n .
B.3 Proof of Theorem 1
We begin with a lemma which gives us high probability upper and lower bounds on the estimates of the regression function values at the active points.
Lemma 3. The event Ω 1 = ∩ t≥1 Ω 1,t occurs with probability at least 1 − 1 n , where the events Ω 1,t , for t ≥ 1, are defined as
where n h,i (t) is the number of times that x h,i has been queried up until time t.
Proof. It suffices to show that P (Ω c 1,t ) ≤ 6 nπ 2 t 2 . The result then follows from a union bound over all t ≥ 1 and the fact that t≥1 1 t 2 = π 2 6 . Now, for a given x h,i ∈ X t and for any e t (n h,i (t)) > 0, by Hoeffding's inequality, we have
Finally, by selecting e t (n h,i (t)) = 2 log (2π 2 t 3 n)/3 n h,i (t)
, we obtain
(a) follows from the fact that |X t | ≤ 2t, for all t ≥ 1. This is because of the following reasoning: |X 0 | = 1, and for any 1 ≤ i ≤ t, we must have |X i | ∈ {|X i−1 | + 1, |X i−1 |} ≤ |X i−1 | + 1. Thus by induction, we get |X t | ≤ t + 1, which is no larger than 2t, for t ≥ 1.
We now present a result on the monotonicity of the term I
(1) t (x ht,it ) which will be used in obtaining bounds on the estimation error of the regression function.
Lemma 4. I
( 1) t (x ht,it ) is non-increasing in t.
Proof. The proof of this statement relies on the monotonic nature of u t (x h,i ) and l t (x h,i ). More specifically, for any x h,i ∈ X (u) t , we have I
t (x h,i ) due to the definition of u t (x h,i ) and l t (x h,i given in Step 2 of Algorithm 1. Furthermore, if the algorithm refines the cell X ht,it , then by definition, we also have I
t (x ht,it ), for h = h t + 1 and i ∈ {2i t − 1, 2i t }, due to the cell refinement rule. These two statements together imply that the term sup x h,i ∈X (u) t
I
(1) t (x h,i ) is also a non-increasing term.
We next derive a bound on the error in estimating the regression function at the cells close to the threshold values 1/2 − γ δ and 1/2 + γ δ .
Lemma 5. Suppose t n is the time at which Algorithm 1 stops (i.e., performs the n th query) and X (u) tn is the set of unclassified points at time t n . Define the termD = max{D 1 ,D 2 }, where
β r β and D λ (ζ) is from Definition 2.
Then for large enough n and for any a >D, with probability at least 1 − 1 n , we have
Proof. First note that the algorithm refines the cell associated with a point
The uncertainty of the estimate of η(x h,i ) can be further upper-bounded at any time t by setting t = 1 in the expression of e t (n h,i (t)), i.e., 2e t (n h,i (t)) ≤ 8 log(2π 2 n/3) n h,i (t) .
Thus, to find an upper-bound on the number of times a point x h,i is queried by the algorithm, it suffices to find the number of queries sufficient to ensure that (8 log(2π 2 n/3))/n h,i (t) is less than or equal to V h . Equating this term with V h , we obtain
where t n is the time at which the budget of n label queries is exhausted and the algorithm stops. Now, by definition, a point x h,i belongs to the set X (u)
(b) follows from the rule used for refining the parent cell of x h,i , after which x h,i becomes active. Now, we define the function ζ 1 (r) = 3L(v 1 /(v 2 ρ)) β r β and use it to define the termD 1 = D 1/2−γ δ (ζ 1 ) (see Definition 2). Similarly, we defineD 2 = D 1/2+γ δ (ζ 1 ) at the other threshold value and introduce the notationD = max{D 1 ,D 2 }. Thus, the total number of points that are activated by the algorithm at level h of the tree, denoted by N h , can be upper-bounded by the packing number of the set X 1/2−γ δ ζ 1 (v 2 ρ h ) ∪ X 1/2+γ δ ζ 1 (v 2 ρ h ) with balls of radius v 2 ρ h . Now, by the definition ofD, for any a >D, there exists a C a < ∞ such that we can upper-bound N h with the term 2C a (v 2 ρ h ) a . Using the bound on N h and n h,i (t n ), we observe that the number of queries made by the algorithm at level h of the tree is no more than N h n h,i (t n ). Hence, for any H ≥ 1, we have
Next, we need to find a lower-bound on the depth in the tree that has been explored by the algorithm. This can be done by finding the largest H for which (9) is smaller than or equal to n. By equating (9) with n, we obtain the following relation for the largest such value of H, denoted by
Now, for any x ∈ ∪ x h,i ∈X (u) tn X h,i , we must have
≤ I
( 1) tn (x ht n ,it n ). (a) follows from the point selection rule of the algorithm.
Lemma 6 implies that if the algorithm is evaluated a point at level H 0 at some time t ≤ t n , then we have sup
Finally, we combine Lemma 5 with the margin assumptions to obtain the required result.
Lemma 6. The excess risk of the classifierĝ in (5), learned by Algorithm 1, w.r.t. the optimal classifier in the fixed cost of abstention setting, with the fixed abstention cost λ = 1/2 − γ δ , satisfies
Proof. By definition of the classifierĝ = (Ĝ 0 ,Ĝ 1 ,Ĝ ∆ ), under the event Ω 1 , the setĜ ∆ ⊂ G * ∆ . Now, by Lemma 5, we know that sup x h,i ∈X (u) tn
(1) t (x h,i ) ≤ b n , which for n large enough ensures that b n ≤ γ δ leading toĜ 0 ⊂ {x ∈ X | η(x) ≥ 1/2}. This implies thatĜ 0 ∩ G * 1 = ∅. Similarly, we can obtainĜ 1 ∩ G * 0 = ∅. Thus, the excess risk of the estimated classifier can be written as
C Algorithm for Setting 2: Bounded rate with P X known
C.1 Details of Algorithm 2
Outline of Algorithm 2. Similar to Algorithm 1, at any time t, Algorithm 2 maintains a set of active points X t , which is further partitioned into unclassified X (u) t , classified X (c) t , and discarded X (d) t sets. We sort the points in X (u) t in terms of how far an estimate of the regression function at each point is away from 1/2, and use these points/cells 2 along with the marginal P X to obtain upper and lower bounds on the true threshold γ δ . We define the set of unclassified points based on the estimated threshold and the estimation error. These estimates of the threshold are used while updating the unclassified active set X (u) t . The point selection and cell refinement rules are the same as in Algorithm 1.
Steps of Algorithm 2. The algorithm proceeds in the following steps:
2. For t ≥ 1, calculate the upper-bound u t (x h,i ) and the lower-bound l t (x h,i ) for every x h,i ∈ X t , as it was done in Algorithm 1.
Define the piecewise constant function f t (·) as
where π t (·) is defined by (4). Note that by construction, we have |f t (x)−1/2| ≤ |η(x)−1/2|, ∀x ∈ X , a property that will play an important role in the analysis of the algorithm.
Sort the points/cells in
in ascending order of their |f t (·) − 1/2| value. We denote the ordered cells by E (t) (j) and their corresponding (ordered) center points by x (t) (j) . We now introduce the term k t := min k ≥ 1 | P X ∪ k j=1 E (t) (j) > δ and use it to define the termsγ
5. Select a candidate point x ht,it as in Algorithm 1 and introduce the notation J t = I
6. Refine the cell or request a label as in Step 5 of Algorithm 1.
7. The set of unclassified points X (u) t is updated at the end of round t as
8. If the algorithm stops at time t n , the final estimate of the regression function is calculated as in
Step 6 of Algorithm 1.
Similar to
Step 4 above, sort all the cells of X tn \ X
tn in terms of |f tn − 1/2| value (and denote them by E (j) ). Define k as follows:
For n large enough E (k +1) will be completely contained in either {x ∈ X | η(x) − 1/2 ≤ 0} or in {x ∈ X | η(x) − 1/2 ≥ 0}. Introduce a variable j and assign to it the value 0 if it is the former.
10. Finally, the (possibly randomized) classifier returned by the algorithm is defined aŝ
where π tn (·) is the projection onto X tn as defined by (4).
Remark 6. The key difference between Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 lies in the rule used for updating the set of unclassified points. In Algorithm 1, this update was straightforward as the threshold was assumed to be known. In Algorithm 2, we need to use the current estimate of the regression function to obtain upper and lower bounds on the true threshold, and then use these bounds to decide which parts of the inputs space have to be further explored, i.e., remain unclassified. The quantity f t (·) introduced in Step 3 has the property that |f t (·) − 1/2| is a lower-bound on |η(·) − 1/2|. This property is useful for obtaining the confidence bounds for the estimated thresholds.
C.2 Pseudo-code of Algorithm 2
In this section, we report the pseudo-code of Algorithm 2 that was outlined and described in Section 3.2. This is our active learning algorithm for the setting in which the learner does not have the knowledge of the true threshold value, but has access to the true marginal P X . This setting is equivalent to the assumption of having infinite unlabelled samples.
C.3 Analysis of Algorithm 2
We begin this section by stating the main result, which provides high probability upper bound on the excess risk of Algorithm 2.
Theorem 3. Let the assumptions (MA) and (HÖ) hold with parameters C 0 > 0, α 0 ≥ 0, L > 0, and 0 < β ≤ 1. LetD represent the dimension term introduced in Remark 2. Moreover, assume that the regression function η(·) is such that |η(X) − 1/2| has no atoms. Then, for n large enough, the following statements are true for the classifierĝ defined by (13), with probability at least 1 − 2 n :
1. The classifierĝ is feasible for (2), i.e., P X (Ĝ ∆ ) ≤ δ.
2. For any a >D, the excess risk of the classifierĝ satisfies
The hidden constant in (14) depends on the parameters L, v 1 , v 2 , ρ, β, and a.
while n e ≤ n do /* Update the terms u t , l t , and f t */ for x h,i ∈ X
2 , and S 2 /* Choose a candidate point with most uncertainty */ x ht,it ∈ arg max x h,i ∈X
Algorithm 2: Active learning algorithm for the known P X setting.
Proof Outline. The proof of Theorem 4 follows the same general outline as the proof of Theorem 1. The main new task is to establish that the estimated thresholds,γ
2 , are close enough to the true threshold γ δ . These results are proved in Lemmas 7, 8 and 9, resulting in the equations (17) and (18). We then obtain the estimation error on the regression function in Lemma 10. Finally, to complete the proof we obtain a bound on the excess risk in terms of the regression function estimation error and employ the margin condition.
In this section, we will work under the assumption that the event defined in Lemma 1 as well as the event Ω 1 defined in Lemma 3 hold.
The probability of both of these events occurring simultaneously is at least 1 − 2/n. We first present a set of results that tell us how close the estimated thresholdsγ
Step 4 of Algorithm 2 are to the true threshold value γ δ .
Lemma 7. Assume that the random variable |η(X) − 1/2| has no atoms. Then under the event Ω 1 , we haveγ
Proof. Ifγ 1 > 0, we proceed as follows: Lemma 8. Under the assumptions of Lemma 7, we haveγ
Proof. We observe that for any x ∈ S 2 , we must have η(
, and thus, we may write
This implies that γ δ ≤γ (t) 2 + J t and proves the lemma.
Lemma 9. Under the assumptions of Lemma 7, we haveγ
Proof. We first need to show that because of the rule used for updating the unclassified points, there must exist a point x h,i ∈ X (u) t \ S 1 such thatX h,i ∩S 1 = ∅, where we useĀ to denote the closure of any set A as a subset of the metric space (X , d). To obtain this result, we proceed by contradiction. Suppose this is not true. Since the cells associated with points in X t at any time t partition the entire space X , there must exist a point x h,i ∈ X (c) t \ S 1 that shares a boundary point with S 1 , i.e., there exists a 1 ≤ j ≤ k t − 1 such thatĒ
(j) ∩X h,i . Now suppose x h,i was classified at some time t 0 < t. Then, by the rule used for updating the set X (u) t and by the definition of S 1 , we have |f t0 (x h,i ) − 1/2| ≥γ (t0) 2 + 3J t0 ≥ γ δ + 2J t0 ≥ γ δ + 2J t , where the second inequality is from Lemma 8 and the third inequality uses the fact that J t is non-increasing in t (this can be obtained similar to the proof of Lemma 6 used in the analysis of Algorithm 1). Furthermore, because of the minimum in the definition of u t (·), we have u t (x h,i ) ≤ u t0 (x h,i ). Similarly, we have l t (x h,i ) ≥ l t0 (x h,i ). Together these two results imply that |f t (x h,i ) − 1/2| ≥ |f t0 (x h,i ) − 1/2| ≥ γ δ + 2J t . Since the point x lies inĒ (t) (j) , we may write
Also, since x ∈X h,i , we have
Together (15) and (16) imply that
which gives us the required contradiction, since J t > 0. Thus, there must exist a point x h,i ∈ X (u) t that shares a boundary point with S 1 . Now, we use this fact to complete the proof as follows:
(a) follows from the fact that when the cells in X (u) t are sorted in the increasing order of |f − 1/2| value, the position of X h,i must be at least k t . (b) can be obtained as follows: Fix an > 0. By the continuity of η, there exists an 1 > 0 such that if d(x, z) < 1 , then |η(x) − η(z)| ≤ . Since x ∈X h,i , for every 1 > 0, there exists a z ∈ X h,i with d(z, x) < 1 . Furthermore, from the definition of f t , we have |η(z) − 1/2| ≥ |f t (x h,i ) − 1/2|. Combining these, we obtain that |η(x) − 1/2| + ≥ |η(z) − 1/2| ≥ |f t (x h,i ) − 1/2|. Since > 0 was arbitrary, we obtain the required result. t (x h,i ) value over points in X h,i . (e) uses the fact that j ≤ k t − 1.
From the previous lemmas, we can reach the following conclusion:
Our next result gives us an upper-bound on the value of J tn .
Lemma 10. If Algorithm 2 stops at time t n , for any a >D, whereD is defined in Remark 2, we have
Proof. The proof of this statement follows the steps similar to that used in obtaining the bound on b n in Lemma 5 in Appendix B.3. Since the rule used for refining is the same as in Algorithm 1, the same bound on n h,i (t n ) holds in this case as well. Now, because of the rule used for updating the set X (u)
which on using (17) and (18) implies that |η(x) − λ| ≤ 5J t for λ ∈ {1/2 − γ δ , 1/2 + γ δ }.
Thus, the set
Finally, if the algorithm evaluates a point at level h ≥ 1 of the tree of partitions at time t, then we must have J t ≤ 2V h−1 . This follows from the cell refinement rule. Combining these, we obtain that the set of points evaluated by the algorithm at level h of the tree must lie in the set {x h,i ∈ X h | |η(x h,i ) − λ| ≤ 10V h−1 }. The rest of the proof uses the same arguments as those used for bounding b n in Lemma 5 in Appendix B.3 and is omitted here. Now we are ready for the final result, i.e., to find an upper-bound on the excess risk of the classifier returned by Algorithm 2.
Lemma 11. For n large enough to ensure that 2J t < γ δ , we have
Proof. From the definition of the classifier, and the assumption that n is large enough to ensure that 2J tn < γ δ , we can again show thatĜ j ∩ G * 1−j = ∅ for j = 0, 1. We then have
In the above display, (a) follows from the fact thatĜ j ∩ G * 1−j = ∅ for j = 0, 1, and by adding λP X Ĝ ∆ and subtracting λP X (G * ∆ ), and using the fact that P X (G * ∆ ) = P X (Ĝ ∆ ). Outline of Algorithm 3. Algorithm 3 also proceeds by constructing the set of active points X t , the set of classified points X (c) t , the set of unclassified points X (u) t , and the set of discarded points X (d) t . In the beginning, it requests a set of unlabelled samples to estimate the marginal P X . It then constructs the estimates of the true threshold values using the regression function estimates along with the empirical measure constructed from the unlabelled samples. It then updates the set of unclassified points based on the estimated threshold values. The point selection and cell refinement rules are unchanged from Algorithms 1 and 2. Algorithm 3 requests for more unlabelled samples when the error term in estimating the thresholds due to the unlabelled samples exceeds the error term due to the labelled samples.
Steps of Algorithm 3. The algorithm proceeds in the following steps: 2. For t ≥ 1, construct the upper and lower bounds, u t (x h,i ) and l t (x h,i ), for every x h,i ∈ X t , as in Algorithms 1 and 2. 
(j) ≤ δ − s t and use it to define the thresholdγ
(j) ≥ δ + s t and use it to define the thresholdγ
(k2,t) and the set S 2 = ∪ k2,t j=1 E (t) (j) .
5. Select a candidate point x ht,it as in Algorithms 1 and 2 and introduce J t = I
6. If e t (n ht,it (t)) < V ht AND h t < h max (n), refine the cell, otherwise, call REQUEST LABEL.
1/α2 , then request unlabelled samples and updateP X and s t until J t > (s t /C 2 ) 1/α2 .
8. The set of unclassified points X (u) t is updated according to Eq. (11).
9. Suppose the algorithm stops at time t n . Then we construct the abstain region similar to Algorithm 2 but withP X instead of the true marginal P X . More specifically, with the definitions of E (j) as in Step 9 of Algorithm 2, we define k := max{k |P X ∪ k j=1 E (j) ≤ δ − s tn }. We then proceed to define j and c to ensure that the empirical measure of the abstaining region is exactly equal to δ − s tn . 10. Finally, the classifier returned by the algorithm iŝ
where π tn (·) is defined in (4).
Remark 7. We have described the steps of Algorithm 3 assuming that (DE) holds, and the bounds C 2 and α 2 are known. In case (DE) does not hold, as we show in Appendix D.3, our analysis of Algorithm 3 cannot guarantee faster rates of convergence for easy problem instances (See Theorem 4, Section 7 and Appendix H). In this case, we can remove Step 6 of the algorithm and construct the estimateP X based on m = O(n 2 ) samples, which can be drawn all at once at the beginning of the algorithm, to ensure a uniform deviation bound onP X of the order 1/n.
D.2 Pseudo-code of Algorithm 3
In this section, we report the pseudo-code of Algorithm 3 that was outlined and described in Section 3.3. This is our active learning algorithm for the third abstention model, i.e., the boundedrate setting with access to additional unlabelled samples from the marginal distribution P X .
D.3 Proof of Theorem 4
We now state the main result of this section, Theorem 4, which provides an upper bound on the excess risk of the abstaining classifier constructed by Algorithm 3.
Theorem 4. Suppose the assumptions (MA) and (HÖ) hold with parameters (C 0 , α 0 ) and (L, β), respectively. Moreover, assume that the regression function η(·) is such that |η(X) − 1/2| has no atoms. Then, for large enough n, with probability at least 1 − 2/n, the following statements are true for the classifierĝ defined by (19):
If m ≥ C n
2 , for some C > 0, the following holds:
3. If the assumption (DE) also holds with parameters (C 1 , α 1 ), we first define C 2 = min{C 1 , C 0 }, α 2 = max{α 1 , α 0 }, andD denote the dimension term defined in Remark 2.
• Then, for any a >D, we have
The hidden constant in (21) depends on the parameters L, v 1 , v 2 , ρ, β, C 0 and a.
• Furthermore, the additional number of unlabelled samples requested by the algorithm, denoted by m n , is O(n 2α2 ). is a function of the total budget n and can be upper-bounded as
Remark 8. The first two statements of Theorem 4 imply that under the same assumptions as those used in the Settings 1 and 2, we can achieve an excess risk that depends on the ambient dimension D (see Eq. (20)) with an additional O n 2 unlabelled samples. However, in order to exploit the easy problem instances with small values of near-λ dimension, we shall require that
the (DE) assumption also holds and the algorithm knows the parameters C 2 and α 2 . With these additional assumptions and information, we can achieve the same excess risk as in the infinite unlabelled samples framework of Algorithm 2, while only requiring a polynomial in the total budget n number of unlabelled samples. The necessity of the (DE) assumption is discussed in Section 7 and Appendix H.
Outline of the proof. We first present Proposition 1 which is a uniform bound on the deviation of the empirical measureP X from the true marginal P X . Next, we show in Lemma 12 that the estimated thresholdsγ
2 can be used to obtain lower and upper bounds on the true threshold value γ δ . This result however, does not give us a measure of closeness ofγ
2 . As demonstrated through the counterexample in Appendix H, the difference between these two terms can potentially be large. As a result, without any additional assumption, we obtain convergence rates depending upon the ambient dimension D. Next, in Lemma 13 we show that under additional detectability assumption, we can upper bound the difference betweenγ
2 , which allows us to restrict the region of the input space searched by the algorithm. Using this we obtain the required convergence rates depending on a dimension termD (3) which is always smaller than D. Finally, in Lemma 14, we obtain an upper bound on the unlabelled sample requirement of our algorithm.
Proposition 1. Given m unlabelled samples, we define the empirical measure of a set E aŝ P X (E) := 1 m m j=1 1 {Xj ∈E} . Then, the event Ω 3 = ∩ m≥1 Ω 3,m , where Ω 3,m is defined below, occurs with probability at least 1 − 1/n.
where the slack term s m is defined as
Proof. For this inequality, we first note that the class of functions
1 {|x|≤c} , c ∈ R}, has the VC dimension of 2 (Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014, § 6.3.2). This implies the following uniform convergence result with probability at least 1 − 6/(π 2 m 2 n), for m samples {Z j } m j=1 drawn i.i.d. from any distribution P Z (Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014, § 28.1):
Now, we note that at any time t, conditioned on the set of labelled points, f t (·) is a fixed function. Define the random variables Z j = f t (X j ) − 1/2 for j = 1, 2, . . . , m and introduce the event
Then, we have
where the inequality follows from (24). This proves that P (E m ) ≥ P (Ω 3,m ) ≥ 1 − Using this above proposition, if the number of unlabelled samples available to the algorithm at any time t is m, we can set the slack term at that time equal to s m .
Our next two results obtain the bounds on the threshold valuesγ
2 estimated by the algorithm.
Without detectability assumptions:
Lemma 12. The follwoing bounds hold forγ
Proof. We first show the lower-bound in (25). SinceP X (S 1 ) ≤ δ − s t , using Proposition 1, we obtain P X (S 1 ) ≤ δ. Now, we may write
Combining these results, we obtain
1 ≤ γ δ . For proving the upper bound on γ δ in (25), we first note that by Proposition 1, we have P X (S 2 ) ≥ δ. Next, we have the following:
The last inequality in (26) implies thatγ
Note that the above lemma ensures that the estimated thresholdsγ
2 can be used to obtain an interval contining the true threshold γ δ . However, this gives us no information about the length of the interval [γ with high probability. We can then use the (MA) condition as in Lemma 11 to get the conclusion.
With detectability assumption: We next present a lemma, which tells us that under the additional (DE) assumption, we can also show that the termsγ
2 are close to γ δ .
Lemma 13. If the (DE) assumption holds, then we have the following:
Proof. For the lower-bound, we first introduce the term S 1 = S 1 ∪ E (t) (k1,t+1) . By definition of k 1,t , we know thatP X (S 1 ) > δ − s t , which further implies that P X (S 1 ) > δ − 2s t . Now, by the same reasoning as that used in the proof of Lemma 9, we know that f x (t) (k1,t+1) ≤γ (t) 1 + J t , which gives us the following sequence
Now for any z > 0, we have by the assumption 2.1 that
gives us the following:
This implies the boundγ
where the last inequality follows from the rule used for requesting unlabelled samples. Now, by the definition of k 2,t , we know that for S 2 := S 2 \ E (t) (k2,t) , we haveP X (S 2 ) ≤ δ + s t which by Proposition 1 implies that P X (S 2 ) ≤ δ + 2s t . Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 9, we can conclude that f t x (t) (k2,t−1) ≥γ (t) 2 − J t . This itself implies that
By the detectability condition (DE), for z = (s t /C 1 ) 1/α1 , we have
This implies thatγ
2 − J t ≤ γ δ + z, which combined with the rule used for requesting unlabelled samples implies thatγ
Having obtained these bounds on the threshold estimatesγ
2 , we can now proceed in a manner analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.
• We can show that for any x ∈ ∪ x h,i ∈X (u) t X h,i , we have |η(x) − λ| ≤ 6J t ≤ 12V ht−1 for λ ∈ {1/2 − γ δ , 1/2 + γ δ }.
• This brings into play the dimension termD, defined in Remark 2, which rougly gives a measure of the packing dimension of the region explored by the algorithm near the threshold values.
The dimension term can then be used as in Lemma 10 to obtain a bound on J tn .
• Finally, we can combine the bound on the regression function estimation error along with the margin conditions to obtain the bounds on the excess risk similar to Lemma 11.
It remains to obtain the bound on the number of unlabelled samples requested by the algorithm.
Lemma 14. The number of unlabelled samples requested by the algorithm, m n , satisfies
Proof. Since the algorithm does not expand beyond level h max (n), we must have at all times t ≤ t n and J t > V hmax (n) . This implies that the we must have s t > C 2 V hmax(n) , for all t. The result then follows by the fact that m ≥ n and using the fact that for all k > 0, we have log(m) ≤ k m 1/k − 1 . The final inequality in (28) is obtained by setting k = 2.
E Details of the Adaptive Scheme (Section 4)
In this section, we elaborate on the adaptive scheme introduced in Section 4 of the main text. More specifically, to simplify the presentation, we will restrict our attention to the fixed-cost setting with membership query model. Having obtained the adaptive scheme for this combination, we can appropriately modify it for other abstention schemes and active learning models.
As mentioned in Section 4, the first modification required by the adaptive scheme is in the point selection rule. Here we select one point from every level h in the set of active points. Since we have h max = log n, this modification results in an additional polylogarithmic factor in the estimation error of the regression function, and hence the excess risk bound.
The second and more important modification is in the rule for refining a cell X h,i . In the case of known smoothness, we refine a cell if the stochastic uncertainty term, i.e., e t (n h,i ), is roughly of the same order as the variation term V h = L(v 1 ρ h ) β . This implies two things:
• If the cell X h,i is refined by the algorithm, it means that min{sup x∈X h,i |η(x)−λ|, sup x∈X h,i |η(
• the number of times the cell X h,i was queried by the algorithm before refining, denoted by
Thus to obtain the same convergence rates on excess risk, it suffices to design a scheme which satisfies the above two properties for a given cell. We begin be first recalling a definition of quality from Slivkins (2011) , suitably modified for our problem
and a tree of partitions (X h ) h≥0 . For any cell X h,i , define V h,i := sup x1,x2∈X h,i η(x 1 ) − η(x 2 ), and defineη h,i := X h,i ηdν where ν is the Lebesgue measure on X . We say the pair (η, (X h ) h≥0 ) have quality q ∈ (0, 1) if the following holds: for any cell X h,i , there exist two cells X h ,i1 and X h ,i2 subsets of X h,i such that 1)
We now state the additional assumption required by our adaptive scheme: (QU): We assume that the pair (η, (X h ) h≥0 ) have quality q > 1/ log n where n is the label budget.
Next we present our adaptive scheme used for refining a cell.
Adaptive Scheme for refining one cell. To simplify notation, we will refer the cell under consideration as E (instead of X h,i ), and use W = L(v 1 ρ h ) β (instead of V h ) for the rest of the section. Introduce the partitions of E, denoted by
and by the definition of k, this ratio is smaller than 1/ log n for A ∈ E k . We will use W j to represent the corresponding upper bound on the variation of the sets in partitions E j , for j = 1, 2, . . . , k.
Since we are working in the membership query model, we assume that we can request the labels at N 1 = |E k | = O (log n) points at a time, with exactly one point drawn uniformly from each set of E k . This is just to simplify the presentation of the scheme. In a pool-based or stream-based model, we can get an equivalent result by using martingale arguments.
The adaptive scheme proceeds as follows:
• At t = 1, request N 1 labelled samples from the cell E. Set n 1 (t) equal to N 1 .
• Estimate the variation in the cell. For all t ≥ 2, we define the term e j (t) = c1 √ n1(t)2 −j for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k (While running the algorithm we must have c 1 = O (log n)). Next, we introduce the following termŝ
The term e j (t) is such that we have with probability at least 1 − 1/n 2 , for all t ≥ 1,η t (A)− With these definitions at hand, we construct an appropriate estimate of the variation of the We then define the termĵ(t) as follows:
Note thatĵ t is well defined, since the condition required in its definition is always satisfied at k. We next define j * t as the smallest values of j at which e j (t) is larger than W j . Then, we can check that, |ŵĵ
. Using this, we can construct an upper bound on the variation of the regression function in the cell E asŴ t :=ŵĵ t + 6e t (k), since j * t ≤ k. SinceŴ t ≥ W , this upper bound can be used to update the sets X (u) t and X (c) t , similar to the way in which V h was used by Algorithm 1.
• Stopping Rule. Next we define the stopping rule as follows: Refine the cell ifŵĵ t −8e t (k) ≥ 0, else request another N 1 samples.
We next state the lemma, which tells us that the adaptive scheme ensures that the two conditions mentioned at the beginning of this section are satisfied.
Lemma 15. If the above scheme refines the cell at time t, then we have the following:
Proof. If the cell is refined by the above scheme at time t ≥ 2, then the following sequence is true at t:
where (i) in the above display follows from the stopping rule. This implies that we have the following
which proves the first part of the lemma. Next, since the cell was not refined at time t − 1, it means that
Steps of the adaptive version of Algorithm 1. We now state the main steps of the adaptive version of Algorithm 1 in the membership query model:
• At any time t, we maintain the sets X t , X (u) t and X
t .
• In each round, for all h ≤ h max , we select a candidate point from X t ∩ X h with the largest value ofη, i.e., the empirical mean value of η in the cell.
• For every candidate point, if the stopping rule is not satisfied, we request the label of N 1 points from the cell. Thus in each round, the algorithm may request up to h max N 1 = O (log n) 2 labels.
• If the stopping condition for a cell X h,i is satisfied, we compute the following upper and lower bounds:
Using these upper and lower bounds on the function value of the cell, we update the sets X (u) t and X (c) t as before.
Remark 9. Lemma 15 along with the above steps imply two things: 1) The stopping rule ensures that no cell at level h of the tree will be evaluated more than O log n V 2 h times, and 2) for any unclassified cell at level h, the I
(1) t value will be no larger than 2V h−1 1 + √ log n . Plugging these bounds in the analysis of Algorithm 1, we can recover the same upper bounds on the excess risk.
• Finally, to lower bound the term T 4 , we introuce G *
Combining the above we have the following:
The result then follows by setting t such that tP X (G λ G * λ ) = 5C 0 t 1+α0 , which leads to the following:
F.2 Proof of Theorem 2
We follow the general scheme for obtaining lower bounds in nonparametric learning problems used in prior work such as (Audibert and Tsybakov, 2007; Minsker, 2012) . This method involves constructing a set of hard problem instances which are (1) sufficiently well separated in terms of some pseudo-metric, and (2) sufficiently close together in terms of some statistical distance (such as KL divergence or χ 2 distance). Once we have such a construction, we can employ Theorem 2.5 of (Tsybakov, 2009 ) (recalled below as Theorem 5) to get a lower bound on the distance in terms of the pseudo-metric for any estimator. Finally, we can use the comparison lemma (Lemma 2) to convert this to a lower bound on the excess risk.
Theorem 5 (Theorem 2.5 of (Tsybakov, 2009) ). Assume that forM ≥ 2, Θ = {θ 1 , . . . , θM },d is a pseudo-metric on Θ, and {P θj | θ j ∈ Θ} is a collection of probability measures such that:
• P θi << P θ0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤M . where the infimum is over all estimatorsθ constructed using samples from P θ .
We now describe the construction of the regression functions. First, given X = [0, 1] D , for some > 0 to be decided later, we partition X into hypercubes of side , and denote by M = (1/ ) D the number of such hypercubes. Let V be the set of centers of the hypercubes, i.e, V = {z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z M }, and let π : X → V denote the projection operator onto V .
Choose appropriate subsets of the input space. Assuming D ≥ 2, let e 1 , e 2 , e 3 and e 4 denote any four corner points of X = [0, 1] D . We define the following subsets of the space X Q j := {x ∈ X | x − e j ≤ 1/3} for j = 1, 2, 3 and 4.
For small enough, we note that there exists a constant c 1 > 0 such that the number of hypercubes contained inside each Q j , denoted by M j , can be lower bounded by c 1 M . (Note that by symmetry M 1 = M 2 = M 3 = M 4 , so we will useM to denote any of M j ). We will use V j = {z j,1 , z j,2 , . . . , z j,M } to denote the centers of the hypercubes contained in Q j , and Y j := z∈Vj B ∞ (z, /2) to denote the union of all the hypercubes strictly contained in Q j . Here B ∞ (z, /2) denotes the hypercube with center z and side .
Define the regression function. Let u : [0, ∞) → [0, 1] be a function defined as u(z) = min{(1 − z) β , 0}. Note that u satsifies the following properties: (1) u(0) = 1 − u(1) = 1, (2), u(z) = 0 for z ≥ 1, and (3) u is (1, β) Hölder continuous for 0 < β ≤ 1.
For any z ∈ S, we define the function ϕ z (x) = L ( /2) β u ((2/ ) x − z ). By construction, the function ϕ z is is (L, β) Hölder continuous. Furthermore, we assume that is small enough to ensure that L( /2) β < 1/2 − λ.
For any σ (j) ∈ {−1, 1}M , for j = 1, 2 we introduce the notation σ = σ (1) , σ (2) ∈ {−1, 1} 2M .
Next we define η σ (x) = λ +
i ϕ z1,i (x) for x ∈ Y 1 and 1
i ϕ z2,i (x) for x ∈ Y 2 . For x lying in Q 1 \ Y 1 and Q 2 \ Y 2 , we assign η σ (x) the values λ and 1 − λ respectively. Furthermore, we assign η σ (x) = 1 for x ∈ Q 3 and η σ (x) = 0 for x ∈ Q 4 .
It remains to specify the values of η σ (·) in the region X \ 4 j=1 Q j . For any A ⊂ X and x ∈ X , we use d A (x) := inf{ y − x | y ∈ A} to represent the distance of the point x from the set A. We also introduce the terms z 1 = 1/2−λ L 1/β and z 2 = 1 2L 1/β , and assume that L ≥ 3 which ensures that z 1 ≤ z 2 ≤ 1/6. Now for all x ∈ X \ 4 j=1 Q j , we define
This completes the definition of the regression function at all points in X . By construction, we have that for any σ ∈ {−1, 1} 2M , the regression function η σ is (L, β) Hölder continuous for 0 < β ≤ 1 and L ≥ 3.
Define the marginal P X . Next, we need to define a marginal such that the margin condition is satisfied with exponent α 0 > 0. For this we can proceed as in (Audibert and Tsybakov, 2007, § 6 .2) and for some w < (1/(2M )), define the density of the marginal w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure as follows: We can now check that the joint distribution thus defined satisfied the Margin condition for a given exponent α 0 > 0 with constant C 0 = (8/3) βα0 , if we haveM w = O α0β .
functions constructed in the proof of Theorem 2 in the previous sections, are such that η σ (x) = 1/2 for all xx ∈ Q 5 . It suffices to re-define the marginal density p X to depend on σ in the following way: Note that for n large enough and the same choice of parameters , and w, we must have 2M w = O n −βα0/(2D+β) ≤ δ/2. This implies that P σ X << P σ0 X for all σ in Σ = {−1, 1} 2M as required by Theorem 5. The rest of the proof follows from the fact that revealing the threshold can only further decrease the lower bound for the bounded-rate setting.
G Details from Section 6 H Details from Section 7
H.1 Improved rates in active setting.
Suppose that the marginal P X has a density p X w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure, and that the density is bounded below by a constant c 0 > 0 almost surely. This implies that for any set A ⊂ X , we have P(X ∈ A) = P X (A) ≥ c 0 Vol(A).
Here we show that under this assumption, we haveD ≤ max{0, D − α 0 β}. Define λ j = 1/2 + (−1) j γ δ for j = 1, 2, and the set X λj (ζ 3 (r)) := {x ∈ X | |η(x) − λ j | ≤ 12L(v 1 /(v 2 ρ)) β r β }. Then by the assumption (MA), we have the following
for some constantC 1 > 0 depending on L, v 1 , v 2 , ρ, C 0 , α 0 , β. Furthermore, by the additional assumption on P X , for any x ∈ X and r > 0, we have P X (B(x, r)) ≥ c 0 Vol (B(x, r)) =C 2 r D for some constantC 2 > 0 depending on c 0 and D. Thus for r > 0, the r-packing number of the set Z r := X λ1 (ζ 3 (r)) ∪ X λ2 (ζ 3 (r)) can be upper bounded as follows:
Now, by the definition of near-λ dimension we observe thatD ≤ max{0, D − βα 0 }.
H.2 Need for Detectability (DE) assumption.
The (DE) assumption ensures that in the regions near the threshold values, the marginal P X does not put arbitrary small mass. Without the (DE) assumption, there will exist joint distributions P XY , which will place very small P X mass in a large region of the input space. Since Algorithm 3 uses the empirical measureP X in order to construct the unclassified active set X (u) t , even with accurate empirical measuresP X , for some problem instances the size of the unclassified region would be very large. Due to this there is a dependence on the ambient dimension D in the convergence rates obtained for Algorithm 3 without the (DE) assumption.
Consider the following one dimensional example with X = [0, B] for some B > 0. (Figure H .2). Suppose we have constructed the empirical measureP X with a finite number of samples such that sup x∈X |F X (x)−F X (x)| ≤ s for some s > 0. Suppose P X has a density p X such that p X (x) = a 1 for x ∈ [0, b 1 ], p X (x) = for x ∈ [b 1 , b 3 ] and p X (x) = a2 for x ∈ [b 3 , B]. Furthermore, let b 2 ∈ (b 1 , b 3 ) be the point such that F X (b 2 ) = δ. Since > 0, b 1 , b 3 are arbitrary, we can select it in such a way to ensure that b 3 − b 1 > B/2 and (b 3 − b 1 ) < s.
At any time t, Algorithm 3 constructs (upper and lower) estimates of γ using the current estimate of the regression function η. As can be seen from Figure H .2, even if η were completely known to the algorithm, the estimated thresholdsγ By using the polar-coordinate representation, we can extend this example to the general case of D dimensions, in which we can show that the uncertainty region must contain a ball of sufficiently large radius. This implies that the packing dimension of the set ∪ x h,i ∈X (u) t X h,i will be equal to D.
Figure 1: The figure shows that if P X can place arbitrarily small mass near the threshold to be estimated, then even withP X which is uniformly close to P X , the distance between estimated upper and lower bounds on the threshold γ δ can be very large.
